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What began as two separate efforts — to describe recent efforts at bringing the problem of multiple versions of articles under stronger bibliographic control and to confront the problems of multiple versions for the integrity of scholarly practices raised by the widespread adoption of Green OA mandates — had the happy outcome of being combined when Katina Strauch suggested to us that our topics were closely enough related to be usefully joined in a co-edited special issue. We think the articles we commissioned bear out her faith in this complementary relationship between the two subjects examined here.

In a way, the second problem may be viewed as one special case of the more general challenges identified under the heading of the first problem. The background for the latter is laid out broadly by Todd Carpenter in his survey of three major efforts at enhanced bibliographic control — Journal Article Versions (NISO/ALPSP), Versions of Eprints (JISC), and the Version Identification Framework (JISC) — with JAV focusing on journal articles alone while the JISC projects expanded the scope to include “a broader range of content forms.” Carol Anne Meyer describes how CrossMark, an extension of the CrossRef system, is being developed to build on the JAV initiative and extend it even further by using it for books as well as journals. Lettie Conrad discusses the challenges that SAGE Publications is facing in incorporating the JAV recommendations into its SAGE Journals Online system hosted by HighWire Press.

Stevan Harnad begins the second section by outlining the rationale for, and progress of, Green OA as his preferred strategy for moving STM publishing, and eventually all scholarly
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Libraries are still buying a lot of books. In a world where Google is available for the satisfying of our users, how do we make sure all these books are used? Students, who may not yet be tapped into academic networks, need to learn about new resources in their field. In the age of the electronic resource, print material is still valuable for learning and research. We are buying books that the students and faculty will need and use right now. The challenge is making sure they know what we are providing as soon as it’s available to them.

One way libraries address this problem is by offering a list for patrons to view new materials purchased by the library in the last week or month. This could be a great way to put our acquisitions in front of our users, but most of us aren’t doing a very good job at this feature. In many cases these lists are data dumps from the catalog, organized by LC class. Because the list is often run from the ILS backend, it usually can’t take advantage of the additional features (like book jackets or reviews) that are present in next-generation catalogs. Often, possibly due to the difficulties of formatting these lists attractively, the new materials list is hidden on a secondary layer of the Website. Some of these lists include the ability to set up new material notifications through RSS, but most of the lists are static and view-only. The new materials list is too valuable for this kind of treatment. A basic new materials list, dumped from the catalog, organized by LC class, then hidden on a library Website is pretty near useless to accomplish the goals of pushing our new content to our users.

It isn’t easy to create a new materials list using just the library database software, so why isn’t there a vended solution to the new materials list? A vendor could take care of the details of creating this list every week, leaving us the time to find new ways to reach our users. It could be offered by an ILS company, but there are other vendors that know as much about the new materials we acquire as we do. One possibility is the library’s main monograph vendor. They would be able to provide a library with a new materials feed that could update at the very point when a book reached the library. The list could incorporate reviews, book jackets, and other supplemental material that the vendor already provides to aid ordering. It could also include electronic books ordered by the library. eBook discovery is still a problem in many libraries, and this would be another avenue that these materials could be surfaced to the user.

Even more exciting, a new materials list supplied by a monograph vendor might be able to include electronic or print books from a patron-driven acquisition plan. These would be books that the library does not yet own, but will own if a user indicates interest. It seems almost counterintuitive to the idea of a new materials list, since the materials have not yet been acquired, but it could provide one more way to present these potential acquisitions to the library patrons and possibly drive additional use.

The downside to a new materials list coming from a monograph vendor is that it would not include the universe of new materials acquired by a library. While many libraries use one main monograph vendor for a large percentage of acquired titles, there are always other materials coming in from other sources, whether secondary vendors, non-print sources, or gifts. It might be possible to supply an ISBN load to the monograph vendor that would allow these additional new items to be included in the list.

Another possibility is OCLC. Many libraries set their holdings in WorldCat, so OCLC has a good idea of what we own. They also have supplemental material about each book that they could feed to the library, such as book jacket images. An advantage to OCLC is that their list could encompass most new materials acquired by a library, regardless of origin or format. It could include purchased eBooks, though items available through a patron-driven plan would be more difficult to include. If the new materials list was combined with WorldCat Local, a user could place a hold or check the available copies quickly from the list itself. One possible problem would be any delay between the arrival of a new book in the library and the upload of holdings to OCLC.

If we had an easy way to get the new materials list data, we would be able to think about the best ways to provide this information to our patrons, based on our environment. Instead of just offering an RSS feed, we could provide a variety of output options for the new materials that would fit user workflows. Another example would be making the new materials list compatible with library mobile sites, since this would be a natural addition to the basic mobile catalog offered by many libraries. Finally, a user-friendly list could also be pushed outside the bounds of the library Website to appear on library social media sites or academic department sites for the school.

The new materials list is an important tool for libraries to highlight their acquisitions and promote usage of these items. This tool deserves more than to be created hastily and pushed to the lower levels of the library Website. If a vendor can help us make this list easy, attractive, and flexible, we can spend our time working with our users instead.
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publishing, in the direction of open access. With this framework he discusses how peer review, and to a lesser extent copyediting, will remain the only valuable functions that publishers will have reason to charge for in an OA environment. Reflecting on his long experience as an STM journal copyeditor, Joe Fineman follows with an honest assessment of what kinds of service copyeditors can usefully continue to provide in an online publishing environment and what kinds may no longer justify the expense of providing. Building on these contributions, but focusing more on journal publishing in the humanities and social sciences, Sanford Thatcher reports the results of a collaborative effort by several university press copyeditors to assess the adequacy of Green OA versions (what in JAV’s terminology would be called “Accepted Manuscripts”) posted on Harvard’s DASH repository, comparing these as feasible with the final versions as published (JAV’s Versions of Record”). One perhaps surprising result of this exercise is that much editing traditionally done for print-based journals, especially formatting to conform with house style, is unnecessary in an online environment, whereas types of editing not typically now done for reasons of cost, such as checking of citations and quotations for accuracy, will become cheaper to perform and more important as contributions to scholarly integrity.
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Wake Forest University. He says he thinks he’s actually going to be able to (at least try to) do what he wants at Wake, which is give faculty (and students) a chance to publish their “stuff” online (for free), as opposed to the traditional way (for increasing fees). He is planning on offering a tossed salad of self-publishing, open source, course materials, with some HTML5 dressing on the side. Bill(y) says he’ll be working for the computing center and not the library, but libraries are likewise increasingly becoming content suppliers, and not just collectors. So, he says he will still...